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germination.—According to Gatin the cotyledonal petiole
forms quite in the beginning a swelling just outside the seed. The
radicle remains for a long time the principal root, but later on
lateral roots are developed which, as to their size, equal or
surpass the principal one. The first vegetative leaf is reduced
to a sheath.
habitat.—China and Japan.—Cultivated in gardens.
flowers in January and' February.
cultivation in india.—"This is perhaps the commonest and
finest fan palm in Indian gardens. Its grand fan-shaped leaves
gracefully disposed on long petioles, armed with short recurved
spines, arid rising from a network of brown fibre, render it very
attractive. The length of the petiole varies with the position of
the plant, being longer in slight shade than in the open. The
palm does well with ordinary border treatment throughout India
if watered freely during dry weather." (Woodrow.)
cultivation in europe.— This palm is quite hardy in
Cornwall and nearly so in many less southern districts. In
winter the tree is satisfied with a mean temperature of 464-° F.
Goebel's analysis of the ash of the leaves gives an idea of,
the food required by the palm:
Young specimen.     Adult specimen.
Silica		35£04	36,437
Phosphoric Acid	4,823	5,408
Aluminium and Ferric Oxide     ....      6;666	6,605
Lime	    .      6,259	20,931
Magnesia -	1,060	5,482
Soda   "	1,679	traces
Potash	18,434	18,387
De Kerchove got excellent results by adding to the soil 7 parts ,
of assimilable nitrogen, Sflf £arts of bone phosphate and 50 parts
of torrefied animal substances.
Many amateur gardeners in Central and Northern Europe
have been sadly disappointed when buying this palm. There are
professional gardeners who keep this palm in the hothouse
during summer and the plant, though naturally adapted to the
temperate house, grows rapidly and acquires great beauty. If,
after that, the palm is transferred to the dry drawing room,
where, besides, the heat of the. soil is wanting, the tips of the
leaves begin to wither and the stalks of the forming leaves be-
come shorter and shorter, and after a short time no trace of the

